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Spin transfer in deep-inelastic L electroproduction has been studied with the HERMES detector using the
27.6 GeV polarized positron beam in the DESY HERA storage ring. For an average fractional energy transfer
^z&50.45, the longitudinal spin transfer from the virtual photon to the L has been extracted. The spin transfer
along the L momentum direction is found to be 0.1160.17(stat)60.03(syst); similar values are found for
other possible choices for the longitudinal spin direction of the L . This result is the most precise value obtained
to date from deep-inelastic scattering with charged lepton beams, and is sensitive to polarized up quark
fragmentation to hyperon states. The experimental result is found to be in general agreement with various
models of the L spin content, and is consistent with the assumption of helicity conservation in the fragmen-
tation process.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.64.112005 PACS number~s!: 13.60.Rj, 13.87.Fh, 13.88.1e, 25.30.DhSpin-dependent deep-inelastic scattering of charged lep-
tons has provided precise information on the spin structure of
the nucleon. Several inclusive experiments on polarized pro-
ton and neutron targets @1–6# have confirmed the European
Muon Collaboration ~EMC! result @7#, from which it was
inferred that the quark spins account for only a small fraction
of the nucleon spin. Additional information has been ob-
tained from semi-inclusive polarized deep-inelastic scatter-
ing experiments, where the correlation between the flavor of
the struck quark and the type of hadron observed in the final
state allows the separation of the spin contributions of the
various quark flavors and of valence and sea quarks @8,9#.
Those measurements indicate that the net contribution of the
up and down sea quarks to the nucleon spin is small. How-
ever, considerable uncertainties remain in the contributions
of strange quarks and gluons.
It has been proposed that one could obtain additional in-
formation on the polarized quark distributions in the baryons
of the spin 1/2 octet through the production of L hyperons in
polarized deep-inelastic lepton scattering @10,11#. By mea-
suring the polarization of the L’s that are likely to have
originated from the struck quark ~so-called ‘‘current frag-
mentation’’!, the longitudinal spin transfer DLL8
L
can be de-
termined. This quantity is defined as the fraction of the vir-
tual photon polarization transferred to the L . In the naive
quark parton model ~QPM! the spin of the L is entirely due
to the strange quark, and the up and down quark polariza-
tions are zero. On the other hand, assuming SU~3! flavor
symmetry, the up, down and strange quark distributions ~and
fragmentation functions! for the L can be related to those in
the proton. If existing data on hyperon decays and polarized
structure functions of the nucleon are interpreted in the
framework of SU~3! symmetry, the first moments of the po-
larized up and down quark distributions in the L can be
estimated to be about -0.2 each @10#. If one assumes in ad-
dition that quark helicity is conserved in the fragmentation
process, one obtains this same negative value for the ex-
pected spin transfer from a struck up or down quark to the L .
A measurement of the spin transfer thus has the potential to
provide information on the spin structure of the L hyperon.
*Deceased.11200Longitudinal spin transfer in L production has previously
been studied at the Z0 pole at CERN e1e2 collider LEP. In
the standard model, strange quarks ~or quarks of charge -1/3
in general! produced via Z0 decays have an average polar-
ization of -0.91. Both the ALEPH @12# and OPAL Collabo-
rations @13# have reported a measurement of the L polariza-
tion of about 20.3 for z.0.3. ~Here, z is the fraction of the
available energy carried by the L .! The interpretation of
these data is not unique. In Ref. @14#, for example, the LEP
data have been confronted with three different scenarios, all
of which describe the results reasonably well: the naive QPM
of the L spin structure, where only the strange quark carries
spin and contributes to polarized L production ~subsequently
referred to as scenario 1!, the SU~3! flavor-symmetric model,
in which up and down quarks also contribute with a negative
sign ~scenario 2!, and a rather extreme hypothesis, in which
all three light quark flavors contribute equally to the L po-
larization ~scenario 3!. An alternative approach may be found
in the work of @15,16# where calculations of the parton dis-
tribution functions in the L have been performed in various
models. Predictions are then made for the L spin transfer.
These predictions display a marked z dependence which is
directly related to the behavior of the parton distribution
functions in the L at large x. In Ref. @16#, the LEP data are
found to agree well with the prediction, but only if SU~3!
symmetry breaking effects are taken into account. A third
approach is presented in the LEP publications @12,13#. Fol-
lowing the prescription of @17#, the contribution of heavier
hyperon decays to the L spin transfer was carefully consid-
ered. When a L is produced from the decay of another hy-
peron ~such as the S*), its polarization will reflect that of its
parent; the resulting spin transfer from the initial ‘‘struck’’
quark to the L through this channel will thus be related to
the spin structure of the S* rather than the L . In the LEP
analyses, the fractions of L baryons arising from various
decay channels were estimated using Monte Carlo simula-
tions in the Lund fragmentation model, and then combined
with the naive QPM values for the quark polarization in the
various hyperons. The resulting prediction was found to
agree well with the data, with up to 50% of the spin transfer
arising from heavier hyperon decays. The influence of the
heavier hyperons complicates any simple interpretation of
the spin transfer in terms of the L spin structure alone; in-5-2
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describing the spin structure of the several hyperons in-
volved. In particular, the z dependence of the spin transfer
needs to be considered, since the influence of heavy hyperon
decays will diminish as z→1.
In the e1e2 experiments at LEP, all three light quark
flavors contributed significantly to the production of L hy-
perons, with the strange quark playing the dominant role. By
contrast, L production in deep-inelastic lepton scattering is
dominated by scattering on up quarks. Hence such experi-
ments provide a means to distinguish between the various
models of the L spin structure, and to investigate further the
degree of helicity conservation in the fragmentation process.
The polarization of L hyperons can be measured via the
weak decay channel L→pp2, through the angular correla-
tion of the final state
dNp
dV }11aP
W
Lpˆ . ~1!
Here a50.64260.013 is the asymmetry parameter of the
parity-violating weak decay, PW L is the polarization of the L ,
and pˆ is the unit vector along the proton momentum in the
rest frame of the L . For a longitudinally polarized lepton
beam and an unpolarized target, the L polarization is given
in the quark parton model by @11,18#
PW L5qˆ PBD~y !
(f e f
2q f
N~x ,Q2!G1,fL ~z ,Q2!
(f e f
2q f
N~x ,Q2!D1,fL ~z ,Q2!
, ~2!
where PB is the polarization of the charged lepton beam,
2Q2 is the squared four-momentum transfer of the virtual
photon with energy n , and x5Q2/2Mn is the Bjorken scal-
ing variable ~with M denoting the proton mass!. The frac-
tional energy transferred to the nucleon is y5n/E ~where E
is the lepton beam energy!, z5EL /n is the energy fraction of
the L , and D(y)’y(22y)/@11(12y)2# is the virtual pho-
ton depolarization factor. Finally, q f
N(x ,Q2) is the quark dis-
tribution for flavor f in the nucleon, D1,fL (z ,Q2) is the spin-
independent fragmentation function for L production from
quark flavor f, G1,fL (z ,Q2) is the corresponding longitudinal
spin-transfer fragmentation function, and e f is the quark
charge in units of the elementary charge e. The symbol qˆ
repesents the unit vector along the virtual photon direction.
The L polarization may in general be directed along some
other axis Lˆ 8, such as the L momentum @18# or the lepton
beam momentum @11#. However, as L production at the ki-
nematics of the HERMES experiment may be treated as an
essentially collinear process, the effects of such complexities
should be small.
Following Ref. @11# the component of the longitudinal
spin transfer to the L along a longitudinal spin quantization
axis L8 is defined as11200DLL8
L [
PW LLˆ 8
PBD~y !
5
(f e f
2q f
N~x ,Q2!G1,fL ~z ,Q2!
(f e f
2q f
N~x ,Q2!D1,fL ~z ,Q2!
, ~3!
where the subscripts L and L8 denote the fact that the spin is
transferred from a polarized photon to a polarized L and that
the two longitudinal spin quantization axes may be different.
Due to the charge factor for the up quark, the spin transfer in
L electroproduction is dominated by the spin transfer from
the up quark to the L . Moreover, due to isospin symmetry
the spin transfer coefficients from the up and down quarks to
the L are expected to be equal. Thus Eq. ~3! can be approxi-
mated by
DLL8
L .
G1,u
L ~z ,Q2!
D1,u
L ~z ,Q2!
. ~4!
Consequently, L electroproduction in the current fragmenta-
tion region is most sensitive to the ratio G1,u
L /D1,u
L
;G1,d
L /D1,d
L
. Since the Q2 range of the measurement re-
ported here is small, it is assumed that DLL8
L depends only on
the energy fraction z. If the fragmentation process does in-
deed possess some degree of helicity conservation between
the struck quark and the final state hyperon ~as supported by
the non-zero L polarization observed at LEP!, the ratio
G1,u
L /D1,u
L should be related to the polarization DuL/uL of
the up quark in the L . If a significant fraction of the L’s are
produced from the decays of heavier hyperons, then the the
ratio G1,u
L /D1,u
L will be related instead to a linear combination
of the u quark polarizations in the various hyperons in-
volved.
The measurement was carried out by the HERMES ex-
periment at DESY using the 27.6 GeV polarized positron
beam of the HERA storage ring. At HERA, the positrons
become transversely polarized by the emission of synchro-
tron radiation @19#. Longitudinal polarization of the positron
beam at the interaction point is achieved with spin rotators
@20# situated upstream and downstream of the
HERMES experiment. Equilibrium polarization values in the
range of 0.40 to 0.65 are reached with a rise time of about 20
min. The beam polarization is continuously measured using
Compton backscattering of circularly polarized laser light.
The statistical accuracy of this measurement is typically 1%
in 60 s; its systematic uncertainty is 3.4%, dominated by the
normalization uncertainty determined from the rise-time cali-
bration @21,22#. The beam helicity was reversed between the
two years of data aquisition. The data for this analysis are
combined from two three-week running periods, one in each
of 1996 and 1997, which were dedicated to measurements
with unpolarized targets of hydrogen, deuterium, 3He and
nitrogen with a typical target density of around
131015 nucleons/cm2.
A detailed description of the HERMES spectrometer is
provided in Ref. @23#. The trajectories of the particles are
determined in the region in front of the spectrometer magnet
by a set of two drift chambers, and the momenta are deter-5-3
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bers in the back region behind the magnet. In addition there
are three proportional chambers inside the magnet to track
low momentum particles that do not reach the rear section of
the spectrometer. Particle identification is accomplished us-
ing a lead glass calorimeter, a scintillator hodoscope pre-
ceded by two radiation lengths of lead, a transition radiation
detector, and a C4F10 /N2 ~30:70! gas threshold Cˇ erenkov
counter. Combining the responses of these detectors in a
likelihood method leads to an average positron identification
efficiency of 99%, with a hadron contamination of less than
1%. In addition, the Cˇ erenkov counter is used to distinguish
pions from heavier hadrons for momenta between 4.5 and
13.5 GeV.
Semi-inclusive L events were selected by requiring at
least three reconstructed tracks: a positron track in coinci-
dence with two hadron candidate tracks of opposite charge.
Both the track of the scattered positron and that of the posi-
tive hadron candidate are always reconstructed using all drift
chambers and all particle identification detectors. The nega-
tive hadron candidate is allowed to have only partial track
information. These partial tracks are reconstructed by the
drift chambers in the front region and by the wire chambers
located in the magnet region. In this way it is possible to get
momentum and charge information from these tracks, though
no information from the particle identification and drift
chambers in the back portion of the spectrometer exists. As
almost all negative particles are pions, particle identification
is not essential for these tracks. In this analysis, the track
resolution at HERMES is dominated by the resolution of the
drift chambers in front of the magnet. Thus the resolution of
the partial tracks does not differ significantly from that of the
full tracks. An invariant mass is reconstructed assuming that
the positive hadron is a proton and the negative hadron is a
pion. If more than one positive or negative hadron exists in
one event, all possible pairings of positive and negative had-
rons are used.
Several requirements were imposed to ensure that the
events are in the deep-inelastic scattering region and to re-
duce the background in the semi-inclusive L sample: Q2
.1 GeV2, W.2 GeV, and y,0.85, the latter to avoid a
region where radiative corrections might be significant. Here
W is defined as the invariant mass of the photon-nucleon
system. The calorimeter energy deposited by the scattered
positron was required to be greater than 4 GeV, well above
the trigger threshold of 3.5 GeV. To ensure that the event
occurred in the target gas, the longitudinal vertex position of
the positron track was constrained to be within the total
length of the target cell (620 cm from the center of the
target!. The positron interaction vertex and the L decay ver-
tex were required to be separated by more than 10 cm to
eliminate background hadrons originating from the primary
vertex. Additionally, the distance of closest approach be-
tween the two hadron tracks was required to be less than 1.5
cm. The collinearity, defined as the cosine of the angle be-
tween the L momentum ~computed from the proton and pion
momenta! and the L direction of motion ~computed from the
vector displacement between the positron vertex and the L
decay vertex!, was required to be above 0.998. To reduce the11200large pion contribution to the positive hadron sample, the
positive hadron was required to have no Cˇ erenkov signal.
Finally, to ensure that the L hyperons are primarily from the
current fragmentation region, a positive value of xF
’2pL /W was required. Here pL is the momentum compo-
nent of the L that is longitudinal with respect to the virtual
photon in the photon-nucleon center-of-mass frame. After all
these criteria have been implemented, a clean L signal is
observed in the invariant mass distribution @see Fig. 1~a!#. L
events have been selected by a cut on the invariant mass
distribution: 1.109 GeV,M pp,1.123 GeV, resulting in a
total number of 2237L events ~after background subtrac-
tion!.
As the HERMES spectrometer is a forward detector, its
acceptance for the reconstruction of L hyperons is limited
and strongly depends on cos QpL8 @see Fig. 1~b!#. Here QpL8
FIG. 1. ~a! Invariant mass spectrum from the reconstruction of
candidate L events. The filled and hatched areas, respectively, in-
dicate the signal and background regions used in the analysis. ~b!
Spectrum of cos QpL8 for the two beam helicities ~circles and
squares!. The asymmetric appearance of these spectra is almost en-
tirely due to the acceptance of the HERMES spectrometer for re-
constructing L decays.5-4
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quantization axis in the rest frame of the L . To minimize
acceptance effects, the spin transfer to the L has been deter-
mined by combining the two data sets measured with oppo-
site beam helicities in such a way that the luminosity-
weighted average beam polarization for the selected data
sample is zero. Using this data sample and assuming that the
spectrometer acceptance did not change between the two
beam helicity states, the spin transfer to the L is determined
from the forward-backward asymmetry in the angular distri-
butions in L electroproduction @24,25#:
DLL8
L
5
1
a^PB
2 &
(
i51
NL
PB ,i cos QpL8
i
(
i51
NL
D~yi!cos2QpL8
i
. ~5!
The indicated sums are over the L events, and ^PB
2 & is the
luminosity-weighted average of the square of the beam po-
larization. The extracted quantity DLL8 represents the com-
ponent of the spin transfer coefficient along a chosen quan-
tization axis L8, which has been taken to be parallel to the
direction of motion of the L baryon. As mentioned earlier,
the two similar directions that have also been considered in
this analysis may be considered equivalent hypotheses for
the true direction of the L polarization, given the collinear
nature of the process at the kinematics of this experiment. In
addition, the derivation of Eq. ~5! requires that there is no
correlation among the kinematic variables, i.e., between y
and cos QpL8 . This has been verified for this data set.
Equation ~5! provides a simple method to extract DLL8 ,
without any influence from the spectrometer acceptance,
from a cross section of the form
dNp
dV }11aPBD~y !DLL8 cos QpL8 . ~6!
However, this form of the cross section presupposes that the
selected spin quantization axis L8 is indeed the direction of
the L polarization. In general, other components of the po-
larization may exist. In this case, the extracted result for
DLL8 may be contaminated by interference of certain addi-
tional terms in the cross section with higher-order terms in
the HERMES angular acceptance ~see the Appendix!. How-
ever, Monte Carlo studies reveal that even if these other
components of the polarization were of the same magnitude
as DLL8 , they would contribute to the result presented here
at a level of less than 10% of the extracted value.
After applying all the requirements described above, the
longitudinal spin transfer to the L was extracted using Eq.
~5!. As no nuclear effects were observed within the limited
statistics of this measurement, the data collected on the vari-
ous targets (1H, 2H, 3He, and 14N) have been added. To
minimize possible acceptance-induced false asymmetries,
the data have been corrected for the difference in tracking
efficiencies between the two years by normalizing the num-
ber of L events to the number of all events where two had-
rons and a scattered positron were reconstructed. The spin11200transfer DLL8
L due to background events in the selected in-
variant mass region has been determined from the events
above and below the L invariant mass region @indicated by
the hatched areas in Fig. 1~a!#. It was found to be consistent
with zero and has been taken into account as a dilution. At an
average z value of 0.45 the spin transfer to the L is found to
be DLL8
L
50.1160.17(stat)60.03(sys), using the L momen-
tum as the spin quantization axis L8. If instead the virtual
photon ~positron beam! momentum is chosen as quantization
axis, the result changes to 0.03(0.09) with the same uncer-
tainties. Equations ~2! and ~3! are based on the assumption
that the L hyperons originate from the current fragmentation
region. Contributions from the target fragmentation region
are suppressed by the requirement xF.0 and have been es-
timated by a Monte Carlo simulation to be smaller than 1%.
The data cover a z range of 0.2,z,0.7, with x values of
0.02,x,0.4, and with Q2 varying between 1 and 10 GeV2.
The average values of these kinematic variables are ^z&
50.45, ^x&50.08, and ^Q2&52.5 GeV2. The systematic
uncertainty of the measurement is dominated by the uncer-
tainties in detector efficiency differences between the two
data sets. Possible efficiency differences due to the different
kinematic distributions of the L decay products and of two
reconstructed hadrons in any event have been explored and
found to be negligible. Finally, possible false asymmetries
induced by changes in the detector performance between the
two years were investigated using both Monte Carlo simula-
tions and samples of hadron pairs outside the L mass peak.
No significant asymmetries were found by these studies.
The three models of Ref. @14# for the L spin structure
~mentioned earlier in comparison to the LEP data! have been
used to predict the z dependence of the spin transfer in L
electroproduction. In contrast to the LEP data, the deep-
inelastic scattering ~DIS! measurements are dominated by
scattering from up quarks and can thus impose different con-
straints on the various L spin structure scenarios. Figure 2
shows a comparison of the present measurement with these
predictions. Following Ref. @14# the data are not given at z
5EL /n but at z8[EL /@EN(12x)# , a variable that accounts
for the small contamination by target fragmentation. Here EL
and EN are the energies of the L and nucleon, respectively,
in the photon-nucleon center of mass system. Also shown in
the figure is a measurement at a similar z value from the
E665 Collaboration @26#, using DIS with a polarized muon
beam. The E665 measurement is also similar in its average
Q2 value (^Q2&51.3 GeV2) but is at much lower x (^x&
50.005) than the measurement presented here (^x&50.08).
Further, a recent measurement in nm charged current interac-
tions @27# has shown a L polarization close to zero in the
current fragmentation region, in agreement with our finding
for the L spin transfer. This measurement is also dominated
by L production from polarized up quarks.
Figure 2 indicates that the HERMES measurement ap-
pears to favor the naive QPM of the L spin structure ~sce-
nario 1!. However, as discussed earlier, a significant compli-
cation arises from the fact that L hyperons may originate
from decays of heavier hyperons. A Monte Carlo estimate
shows that only 40–50 % of the L’s are produced directly;5-5
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are decay products of the S0. The up quarks in the S* are
expected to carry a significant positive polarization. Polar-
ized up quarks from the target will thus tend to fragment into
S* hyperons with a positive spin transfer coefficient, which
is then passed on to the L polarization through the decay.
The S0 is of lesser influence, making a smaller contribution
of opposite sign to the L polarization. The net contribution
of S decays to the L sample will thus shift the negative
prediction of the SU~3! symmetric model ~scenario 2!, along
with that of the naive QPM ~scenario 1!, toward positive
values. This effect is also observed at the kinematics of the
E665 experiment, as can be seen in Ref. @28#.
As pointed out in Ref. @14#, strong contributions from the
decays of heavier hyperons provide one possible cause for
the positive spin transfer values of scenario 3. Also, large
positive values for the spin transfer at high z are expected in
models where the polarization of each quark flavor is ex-
pected to be large in the limit x→1 @29,16#: via the Gribov-
Lipatov reciprocity relation @30#, the large quark polarization
at x51 produces a large spin transfer at z51. The present
HERMES result cannot yet distinguish between these vari-
ous models. Additional data will significantly improve the
precision, and should allow access to higher values of z
where contributions from heavier hyperons are reduced and
where the various models predict markedly different results.
In conclusion, HERMES has measured the longitudinal
spin transfer from the virtual photon to the L hyperon in
deep-inelastic electroproduction, finding the value DLL8
50.1160.17(stat)60.03(syst) at an average fractional en-
ergy transfer of ^z&50.45. This result is complementary to
measurements from e1e2 annihilation, as it is uniquely sen-
sitive to the fragmentation of polarized up quarks. The result
FIG. 2. Spin transfer DLL8
L
as a function of z85EL /EN(12x)
for the spin quantization axis L8 along the L momentum. The error
bar represents the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties. The curves correspond to various models for the L spin
structure from Ref. @14#: the naive QPM ~scenario 1!, the SU~3!
flavor-symmetric model ~scenario 2!, and a model with equal con-
tributions of all light quark flavors to the L polarization ~scenario
3!.11200is in general agreement with calculations based on a variety
of models of the L spin structure, along with the hypothesis
of significant helicity conservation in the fragmentation pro-
cess ~as suggested by earlier data from LEP!. Forthcoming
data from HERMES will improve the precision of the mea-
surement, and help both to explore the L spin structure and
to further test the degree of helicity conservation in the final
state.
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APPENDIX
As described above, the procedure used to extract the lon-
gitudinal spin transfer coefficient DLL8 @Eq. ~5!# is based on
the assumption that the selected spin quantization axis L8 is
indeed the direction of the L polarization. However, if other
components of the polarization exist, the extracted result for
DLL8 may be contaminated via interference of certain addi-
tional terms in the cross section with higher-order terms in
the HERMES angular acceptance.
Let us introduce 3 perpendicular axes in the L center of
mass frame, defined by two chosen unit vectors Jˆ and Tˆ :
eˆ 1[Jˆ , eˆ 2[Jˆ 3Tˆ /uJˆ 3Tˆ u, eˆ 3[eˆ 13eˆ 2. Further, let the sym-
bol DLi refer to the probability for spin transfer from a lon-
gitudinally polarized virtual photon to a L baryon with po-
larization along the axis i; the symbol DUi denotes the
probability for L polarization along the axis i given an un-
polarized beam. We take the vector Jˆ to represent our direc-
tion of interest for longitudinal spin transfer to the L , namely
the direction of the virtual photon. The quantity DL1 is thus
identical to the quantity DLL8
L defined previously @Eq. ~3!#.
The vector Tˆ may be either of the other two vectors avail-
able: the electron beam direction or the momentum of the
final state L . The second axis eˆ 2 thus represents the direction
normal to the production plane. The number of interfering
terms is greatly restricted by applying parity and rotational
invariance to a general angular decomposition of the cross
section, and by the fact that the HERMES spectrometer is
symmetric in the vertical coordinate. Finally one is left with
only two terms:5-6
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and
aPBD~y !DL3 cos Q3@11Cn cos~nF!# . ~A2!
In obtaining these expressions, it is important to note that the
axis eˆ 2, which represents the direction normal to the reaction
plane, transforms as a pseudo-vector, while eˆ 1 and eˆ 3 trans-
form as vectors. The first contribution @Eq. ~A1!# depends
entirely on a non-zero PB sin(nF) azimuthal moment in L
production, where F denotes the angle between the L and11200the electron scattering plane, around the qW vector. Such mo-
ments have been measured to be small in pion production. In
addition, they are coupled here with a transverse L polariza-
tion and can only appear in the cross section at higher twist
~i.e., they are suppressed at order pT /Q). The second term
@Eq. ~A2!# corresponds to the other component of L spin
transfer in the production plane, and could contribute if the
choosen spin quantization axis differs dramatically from the
true L polarization direction. Monte Carlo studies reveal that
even if either of the coefficients DU2 or DL3 were of the
same magnitude as DL1, they would contribute to the ex-
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